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t e c h n i c a l  b u l l e t i n

V L 9 1  B I O D É Z O
O D O U R  N E U T R A L I Z E R
VL91 Biodézo “VERT” Lépine series odour neutralizer is a biological product that uses natural waste-digesting power from specific strains of bacteria 
for a quick and ecological action on organic matter. The masking scent helps control bad odours in a fast and natural way.

ASPECT: Colourless liquid
ODOUR: Perfumed
pH: Neutral
FREEZING RESISTANCE: Keep from freezing

FLAMMABILITY: None
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: Blend of bacteria
STABILITY: Stable 1 year, in its original container
MISCELLANEOUS: No caustic, no solvent, does not attack metals

physical data

use

directions
For odour control in garbage cans, litter boxes, diaper pails, vaporize pure, let stand a few minutes and wipe. 

For odour control in waste containers, chutes and compactors, apply pure product manually with a garden sprayer 
or automatically with an ejection system. The frequency of spraying depends on the season, the type of waste, etc. 
Contact your Lépine representative for more details.

For washroom floors, use a solution of 1:20 (50mL/L) and apply with a wet mop. Let dry. 

For smelly fabrics, carpets and equipments such as boots, shoes, protective equipments, vaporize pure to moisten 
slightly and let dry. Repeat as needed. Before application, pretest for color-fastness in an inconspicuous area.

To treat fabrics and washable garments, soak in a tub or directly in the washing machine, with 250 to 500 mL of 
VL91 Biodézo and enough water to cover the clothes. Soak at least one hour or overnight. Then proceed with a 
normal wash.

For odour control in waste containers, garbage cans, litter boxes, diaper pails, washrooms, drains, sport gears, fabrics, carpets, everywhere bad smells 
are present.

ADVANTAGES
Very economical of use: Odour neutralizer VL91 Biodézo is very concentrated assuring high efficiency for the user.

Proven and tested formula: Odour neutralizer VL91 Biodézo is a clever blend of bacteria and perfumes giving 
increased efficiency on organic matters.

Guaranteed free from pathogenic bacteria: Safe for the user.

Does not contain solvent, caustic or strong chemical product.

Available sizes

1 l
4 L

20 L

90292
92090
92093

 



Avoid contact with eyes and skin. Do not swallow. Avoid contact with very irritated skin or cutaneous infection. It is preferable to wear 
goggle and rubber gloves if the skin is very irritated or in presence of cutaneous infection.

for more information, consult the safety data sheet

PRECAUTIONS
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Consult your representative at Produits Sanitaires Lépine Inc. to judge the frequency of spraying, the location and the most suitable program. 

VL91 Biodézo and Pro-Watch 510XT : A winning team!

VL91 Biodézo can solve your worst odour problems related to your waste chutes, your waste compactors
and your containers. How? By combining the active power of bacteria contained in the product to a programmable
chemical spray system that won’t let you down!

Knight’s dispensing system Pro-Watch 510XT can distribute VL91 Biodézo evenly in your system needing a regular treatment. 
VL91 Biodézo uses the natural waste-digesting power of specific strains of bacteria for a quick and ecological action on organic matter.
It’s not only about covering bad odours for a short time, but rather about acting directly on the source of the problem. 

Pro-Watch 510XT dispensing system can be programmed to distributed VL91 Biodézo, thus optimizing the treatments according to your 
installations. 

Here is a typical installation:


